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Read and Understand

the frequency of spirits' vibrating energy (Ki), is

Easy to Understand Shinkiko Class

wanted by many people these days.

by Masato Nakagawa

Basically, anyone with a physical body can

Shinkiko is a vibrating energy that

heighten their spiritual energy and increase the

enhances spiritual awakening

amount of light by spiritual awakening, even
Vol.3

though they do not know about Shinkiko; and
the light is absorbed by the people around

Shinkiko energy enhances spiritual awakening,

them. But if there are too many spirits who lost

and I have explained what the spiritual

light around you, much of your energy will be

awakening is like together with the history of

absorbed by them and you will be affected by

Shinkiko, in the last month's issue. This month,

them; and you will find it difficult to be spiritually

I will explain why we need a spiritual awakening

awakened and to heighten your energy. If

brought about by Shinkiko energy in this time.

such a thing happens, the spirits around you
will be stuck and many negative-minded spirits

Vicious circle that hampers spiritual

will be in tune with you and gather, triggered by

enhancement

minor things. Thus, many bad things happen

Shinkiko energy encourages you to be

to us and make us worried and anxious, making

spiritually awakened, but let us put together

all the energies lower. By the way, what is a

once more what actually happens at that

spirit who lost light and cannot go to another

moment, which has already been explained in

world like? When I am sending Ki to someone,

the October issue. In the issue, it says:“Spirits

sometimes the spirits who are affecting him

have minds and they are emitting a peculiar

start talking to me through him. From their

vibrating energy or light (Ki) that is determined

stories, we can learn what a negative minded

by their minds' condition. By absorbing the

spirit is like.

Shinkiko energy, one time, the amount of light
that a spirit emits increases together with its

Spirits who are in pain, suffering and in need

frequency. And this is when mind-broadening

of understanding and help

or spiritual awakening occurs. When it happens,
you will more naturally tune in to the universe;

When people die feeling strong physical pain
or mental pain, sometimes, the feeling stays

to put it simply, your mind will be more able to

even after they died. Spirits who died a sad

think about others and harmonize with them,

death are tormented by the same feelings they

not just about yourself.” What I mean is, the

had while they were alive, for a long time; and

reason why Shinkiko energy has become much

they are desperate to be saved. Such spirits

stronger must be because spiritual awakening

try to send messages to living people in some

or mind-broadening caused by the increase of

way to let them realize them. And some people
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who received their messages become sick or

lack of energy. Such spirits do not have a

get into troubles. But When Shinkiko energy is

strong desire to be saved since they are not

sent to them, their problems will disappear and

suffering; and some are hard to be found out by

they will feel better.

living people since they do not want to cause
any trouble for their families. Compared to
the spirits mentioned earlier, they are a little

Spirits who stay in this world with a strong

better in that they know about after death:

desire

when people die, they become spirits and go

Some spirits want to stay in this world due to

to another world. But there are actually an

the obsession they had while they were alive,

enormous amount of such spirits around and

even they know they are dead. Such spirits

they affect our everyday lives as negative Ki.

do not want to be found and are hiding as

So, we cannot ignore them.

much as possible because if they are spotted
by living people they will have to go to another
world. But when Shinkiko energy penetrates
into them, they will stand out, and by being

What is needed in this era
It is said that the number of people who
believe that a spirit exists is increasing due to

realized, Shinkiko energy will penetrate more.

the influence of TV and etc. This trend is good,

And gradually, their pains and agonies that they

but some are misunderstanding that people can

had while they were alive go away, and they will

come back to life again soon after they died.

become able to take off for the world of light.

But actually there are many spirits who lack
energy due to the negative feelings they had

Spirits who do not know they are dead
Some spirits do not realize that they are dead
although their physical body is gone; this is

while they were still alive. And, it takes effort
to lead them to the world of light.
When people are strongly affected by

because their minds still exist. Such spirits

negative-minded spirits, they become obsessed

sometimes involuntarily tune in to living people's

with fulfilling their desires only. They may

feelings and slip into their bodies as if they have

become seemingly materially well off, but the

been sucked into, and use them as if they are

less people become spiritually awakened,

theirs. If one body becomes flooded with such

the fewer good inventions and discoveries

spirits, sometimes, the owner of the body feels

that can change the world there will be, and

his body stiffen, feels confused, grows forgetful

consequently science cannot progress. Not

and experiences rise and falls of emotions.

only the field of science but also other

The spirits can take off for the world of light

fields including politics and economics will be

if Shinkiko energy penetrates into his body

overshadowed by stagnation, and the world will

making the condition of his mind and that of

be chaotic.

spirits' different, and makes them gradually
aware that the body is not theirs.

Spiritual energy cannot be heightened so
quickly. We need to make our souls shine and
give out light to the spirits around us, and be

Spirits who cannot go to heaven for no

ready to take off for the world of light when

special reason

we die. In order to achieve this, we need

Some spirits who are not suffering, not in
sorrow and have no obsession, but do want

to always receive Shinkiko and live our lives
cherishing spiritual awakening.

to go to heaven, just wander around this
world, not knowing where to go due to the
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